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Many organizations are making use of LDAP proxy into their internet server environment as it
provides a more secure environment and at the same to enhances performance capabilities. In
addition to that, it also stimulates an improve in the failover capabilities or change the info
presentation saved in the directory repositories.

There are many vendors today that offer this kind of item. They have wide range of features and
functionalities to fulfill customer needs. These are also designed with plug-ins that you could really
take advantage. An LDAP proxy is one of the important and powerful components you can integrate
into your existing directory and you may use it in many methods for configuration to tackle
conditions that could happen with repositories of LDAP back end data.

A good LDAP proxy is one that is certainly designed and developed to handle issues on security. It
acts being an LDAP firewall because it has different features like virtual merged views of data which
are stored within multople back end LDAP repositories. It also offers performance enhancing
algorithms on load balancing, search caching facilities and connection pooling.

In addition to these features, it can also perform mechanisms on Health checking and failover. It can
also filter and ACL mechanisms to make a merged policy on security. Other proxies feature a
staged architecture which assists customized scripts on request manipulation and responses
moving between the back end repositories and customers.

If you would like make sure the LDAP proxy offers you these features, it is best to look for vendors
who have been established to providing this type of product. Many of them offers virtual directory
services as well. You should also select a service provider that gives simple use and excellent
information security with enhanced speed and performance.

An LDAP Proxy is developed to include the important subset of the functionality of a virtual
directory. This alone has made it needed into a VDS. Using an LDAP proxy in your virtual directory
is very essential especially if you have several directories that you want to have access control
against those that do not have rights to access.
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